MODBUS Diagnostic aid
This diagnostic aid tests MODBUS protocol installations, by simulating either a MODBUS
master or slave device in RTU or ASCII mode. Functions 1 (read coils), 2 (read coils), 3 (read
input registers) ,4 (read holding registers), 5 (force single coil), 6 (precept single register) and
16 (diagnostics) are implemented. Functions 1 and 2 are considered identical in operation,
as are functions 3 and 4. When operating in MASTER mode, the request to read registers is
limited to enquire on 16 consecutive registers. The MASTER is also configured to enquire on
16 coils, sufficient to pack into a 16-bit word.
When the application is first invoked, it will be
necessary to:  Select the COM port over which the
MODBUS device will communicate. All
available devices are added to the menu
and it is necessary to simply select the
device from the menu.
 It is likely that the selected port will also
need configuring before it will work; in
particular check whether or not RTS and
CTR control are required.
Incorrect
setting of these will prevent apparent
communication.
 Set the computer number to something
other than zero.
Zero in MODBUS
protocol signifies a broadcast address.
 Decide whether to operate in MASTER or
SLAVE mode; MASTER will initiate
enquiries, whilst SLAVE will respond.
 The port test buttons on the right of the
display can be used in conjunction with a Figure 1 - PORT Set-up
breakout box to check on port status.
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SLAVE MODE
Operation in slave mode gives the opportunity to configure up to 128 registers (0 to 127
inclusive) with different values and functions, and up to 128 coils (0 to 127).
 First use the drop-down box to select the register to configure.
 Set the Min and Max values that the register
should contain.
 Set the interval over which this range should
operate. A sensible choice would be 1 hour,
but other values can be set.
 Select the function to use. Ramp will take
the register from the minimum value to the
maximum value over the selected time
interval, the direction being determined by
selection. The step function will hold a
register at a set Min value for the time
interval then at the Max value for the same
time interval.
The cyclic function will
generate a complete sinusoid ranging
between Min and Max over the selected
time interval. Static will not change the
register value at all.
 Once the registers are all configured, you
may wish to save the register settings in the
menu pull-down.
 The START button will start a timer used to
control the current values of the registers.
 The Display Request option will allow the
requests from the MASTER and the
Figure 2 - SLAVE MODE
responses to be observed on the screen.
Since the SLAVE diagnostic can only configure 128 registers and the address space is a 16bit number, bits 11 to 15 of the starting address are used to hold flags to determine what is to
be returned from the SLAVE. This is useful if 32-bit values are to be returned for example.







Registers in the range 0-127 (0000-007F) are 16-bit registers.
Registers in the range 128-255 (0080-00FF) have an implied 1 DP (i.e. scaled by a
factor of 10). (Bit 11 of starting address = 1)
Registers in the range 256-383 (0100-017F) are long integers with the most
significant word first. (Bit 12 of starting address = 1)
Registers in the range 512-639 (0200-027F) are long integers with the least
significant word first. (Bit 13 of starting address = 1)
Registers in the range 1024-1151 (0400-047F) are floating point numbers, treated as
long integers, most significant word first. (Bit 14 of starting address = 1)
Registers in the range 2048-2175 (0800-087F) are floating point numbers, treated as
long integers, least significant word first. (Bit 15 of starting address = 1)

In deciding which values to return, the SLAVE will examine the 5 most significant bits of the
starting address and treat them as flags. The flags are mutually exclusive with the most
significant bit taking priority over the least.
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The SLAVE simulator is also configured to respond to diagnostics messages. The
diagnostics functions can only handle 16-bit register addresses and 16-bit data responses
because of the MODDUS packet structure.
The following sub-functions have been implemented.















0 =loopback message
1 =restart (zeros all counters and timers, resets to defaults, exit listen mode)
2 =return the diagnostic register contents
3=change ASCII delimiter (which has a default of LF)
4 =change to listen mode
10 =clear counters (a sub-set of restart)
11 =return bus message count
12 =return CRC communication error count
13 =return exception error count
14 =return slave message count
15 =return slave no response count
16 =return slave NAK count
17 =return slave busy count
18 =return port data overrun error count

The SLAVE device will respond with appropriate messages for any unrecognised functions or
any registers out of range or invalid data values. Any error counts or register values will be
returned as a 16-bit value.
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MASTER MODE
Operation in MASTER mode will display
extra options.
All registers are normally in the range
30000 to 40000 in keeping with
MODBUS protocol, but since the enquiry
only makes a relative request, the
relative register addresses are those
given above.
Initial set-up is similar to that for the
SLAVE
mode.
Select
the
communication port, configure the port.
Operating the single-shot button will
make a single request to the SLAVE
device. If the register requested is the
one displayed its value will be displayed
in the current value box. Clicking the
single shot will actually make two
enquiries of the SLAVE; first for 16 coils
(and process the response), then for 32
registers.
If the registers are long
registers this will actually make an Figure 3 - MASTER MODE
enquiry for the correct number of 16-bit
values and process the response
accordingly.
The diagnostics button will give access to another
window which will make single requests to the SLAVE
for a selected value. It can also be used to preset a
single register or force a single coil. Dependent upon
which function is selected, appropriate drop-down
boxes and text entry boxes will be enabled for
completion of the request. Requests and responses
will always be visible in the window (in ASCII or HEX
format).
Error returns, where recognised will be
interpreted in the status box at the bottom of the
window.

Figure 4 - Diagnostics functions
As a test, two copies of this utility can be operated on the same PC through two separate
COM ports cabled together with a null-modem (x-over) cable, with one of the applications
configured as MASTER and the other as SLAVE.
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REPORTS.
Reports can be set up and scheduled using
this screen. Tick the boxes for the required
items to be included in the report. The report
format is a CSV file which can be read by
other applications such as Excel. The name
of the report can be a single filename, in
which case a new report will over-write any
existing report of the same name. A unique
filename will append a date and timestamp to
the filename to make it unique and they will
all be deposited in the same directory.

Figure 5 - scheduling reports
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